The night watchman : a novel
by Louise Erdrich - ERDRICH
A historical novel based on the life of the National Book Award-winning author’s grandfather traces the experiences of a Chippewa Council night watchman in mid-19th-century rural North Dakota who fights Congress to enforce Native American treaty rights.

Pachinko
by Min Jin Lee - LEE
In early 1900s Korea, prized daughter Sunja finds herself pregnant and alone, bringing shame on her family until a young tubercular minister offers to marry her and bring her to Japan, in the saga of one family bound together as their faith and identity are called into question. Reading-group guide available. By a national best-selling author.

Normal people : a novel
by Sally Rooney - ROONEY
The unconventional secret childhood bond between a popular boy and a lonely, intensely private girl is tested by character reversals in their first year at a Dublin college that render one introspective and the other social, but self-destructive.

Red at the Bone
by Jacqueline Woodson - WOODSON
As Melody celebrates a coming of age ceremony at her grandparents’ house in 2001 Brooklyn, her family remembers 1985, when Melody’s own mother prepared for a similar party that never took place in this novel about different social classes.
Matrix
by Lauren Groff - GROFF
Cast out of the royal court, 17-year-old Marie de France, born the last in a long line of women warriors, is sent to England to be the new prioress of an impoverished abbey where she vows to chart a bold new course for the women she now leads and protects.

Circe : a novel
by Madeline Miller - MILLER
Follows Circe, the banished witch daughter of Helios, as she hones her powers and interacts with famous mythological beings before a conflict with one of the most vengeful Olympians forces her to choose between the worlds of the gods and mortals.

You made a fool of death with your beauty : a novel
by Akwaeke Emezi - EMEZI
Learning how to feel joy while healing from loss, Feyi Adekola starts dating the perfect guy, but discovers she has feelings for someone else who is off limits and must decide just how far she is willing to go for a second chance at love.

Detransition, baby : a novel
by Torrey Peters - PETERS
A trans woman, her detransitioned ex and his cisgender lover build an unconventional family together in the wake of heartbreak and an unplanned pregnancy, in a book by the author of the novella, Infect Your Friends and Loved Ones.

Great circle
by Maggie Shipstead- SHIPSTEAD
A century after daredevil female aviator Marian Graves’ disappearance in Antarctica, actress Hadley Baxter is cast to play her and immerses herself in the role as their fates – and their dreams – become intertwined.

The pull of the stars : a novel
by Emma Donoghue - DONOGHUE
A novel set in 1918 Dublin offers a three-day look at a maternity ward during the height of the Great Flu pandemic.

The friend
by Sigrid Nunez - NUNEZ
Becoming the guardian of her late best friend’s enormous Great Dane, a grieving woman is evicted from her no-pets apartment and forges a deep bond with the equally distraught animal in ways that initially disturb her friends.

Her body and other parties : stories
by Carmen Maria Machado - MACHADO
Verging on psychological realism and science fiction, a collection of stories explores the reality of women’s lives and the violence inflicted upon their bodies.

Black cake : a novel
by Charmaine Wilkerson - WILKERSON
Two estranged siblings try to reclaim the closeness they once shared while trying to piece together their late mothers life story and fulfill her last request of sharing a traditional Caribbean black cake when the time is right.

Mexican Gothic
by Silvia Moreno-Garcia- MORENO-GARCIA
A reimagining of the classic gothic suspense novel follows the experiences of a courageous socialite in 1950s Mexico who is drawn into the treacherous secrets of an isolated mansion. By the author of Gods of Jade and Shadow.